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Abstract. A very important artifact corrupting Magnetic Resonance
(MR) Images is the RF inhomogeneity, also called Bias artifact. The vi-
sual effect produced by this kind of artifact is an illumination variation
which afflicts this kind of medical images. In literature a lot of works
oriented to the suppression of this artifact can be found. The approaches
based on homomorphic filtering offer an easy way to perform bias correc-
tion but none of them can automatically determine the cut-off frequency.
In this work we present a measure based on information theory in order
to find the frequency mentioned above and this technique is applied to
MR images of the knee which are hardly bias corrupted.

1 Introduction

The RF inhomogeneity, also called Bias artifact, has been studied, in the latest
years, in a lot of works related to this kind of artifact which afflict medical im-
ages and in particular Magnetic Resonance Images (MRI). The magnetic field of
the device has intensity variations that depend on the scan sequence, the patient
tissues and the kind of coil used. In particular, surface coil image is more sensible
to this artifact but noise is not strong; on the contrary, body coil image has the
opposite behavior. As a consequence of this phenomenon, the image is corrupted
by a very low frequency signal whose visual effect is a non uniform illumination
which can be seen either as white stripe, or as a more or less extended peak of
luminance or an image shading along a direction where the magnetic field force
lines go away. This is especially true if those images are produced by open coil
devices like the one used for lower and upper limbs imaging. The approaches
used to suppress this artifact can be subdivided in two classes: discovering the
degradation model or modifying classic segmentation algorithms to classify the
tissues taking into account the degradation model. In the first class of methods,
a phantom,usually a container holding a known substance, may be introduced
in the device with the aim to obtain an image afflicted by magnetic field inten-
sity variations without any interaction with tissues and discover the degradation
model. With this special experimental setup, each slice is corrected thanks to
this special image that can be considered like a surface which approximates the
illumination variations[7][10]. If body-coil image and surface-coil image of the
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same slice are available, a preconditioned gradient algorithm can be used to dis-
cover the surface[2] after the input images have been registered. In [1] the bias
artifact is modelled by Legendre polynomials and the algorithm estimates each
uncorrupted class computing the image by a least-square technique, and assum-
ing that it is made by piecewise zones with constant intensity level. The above
methods can be considered evolutions of homomorphic filtering approaches[16]
moving from[8] where the HUM (Homomorphic Unsharp Masking) has been de-
veloped. This approach either uses directly the phantom pixel to perform the
correction or performing a log subtraction of the image with a blurred version of
the same one using low pass filters[11]. In the last years has been developed the
second class of methods oriented to modify classical segmentation algorithms to
take into account, in their iterative steps, the artifact effect. This first approaches
used the EM algorithm[12][6][4] while some more recent works deal with mod-
ified fuzzy c-means (fcm) algorithm[3][14][15][9]are used for their higher speed
with respect to the previous one. An approach exclusively based on information
theory is proposed in [13] which provides an unusual solution to the problem,
minimizing the entropy of the inverse degradation model with Brent-Powell al-
gorithm. The question is open because the NEUROVIA PROJECT [17] shows
that this artifact isn’t uncorrelated with tissues. This project was born as com-
parative study of six different algorithms with the aim to determine, thanks to
a large and accurate experimental setup in various environment conditions, the
best approach on encephalic MR: the result was that each algorithm shows a
different bias estimation, due to its theoretical approach, and by the interac-
tion of the tissues with the magnetic field. We perform our experimental setup
on images of knee which are not shown in any study presented above and are
corrupted by heavy bias artifact. The rest of the paper is arranged as follow.
Sections 2 and 3 describe the proposed method for bias removal. In section 4 the
experimental setup is detailed, while section 5 reports some conclusions.

2 The Adopted Filtering Scheme

Often in medical imaging the image is composed by a background and a fore-
ground so if an homomorphic filtering is performed a streak artifact is produced
on the boundary. Guillemaud [5] proposed an homomorphic filtering where the
Region of Interest (ROI) is considered to avoid the artifact cited above. The
algorithm is explained into detail as follow:

1. define a binary image (background=0;foreground=1) in order to define the
region of interest named ROI

2. perform a log-transform to the original image with background suppressed:

Ilog = log(I(ROI))

3. apply a low-pass butterworth filter of 2nd order in frequency domain ob-
tained from the previous step:

Ifilt = FFT−1(Butterworthorder=2(FFT (Ilog)))
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4. perform the same butterworth filtering to the binary image:

ROIfilt = FFT−1(Butterworthorder=2(FFT (ROI)))

5. due to anti-transform operation, the images will be complex data, so perform
magnitude of each pixel value:

Imag = ABS(Ifilt) ROImag = ABS(ROIfilt)

6. divide pixel-by-pixel the ROI pixels of the image obtained at the step 3 with
that one at step 4:

Log(Bias) = Imag/ROImag

7. subtract the image at step 2 with that one obtained at the previous step and
perform an exponential transform:

Irestored = exp(Ilog − Log(Bias))

8. perform a contrast stretching of the image at step 7 in order to obtain the
initial dynamic:

Icorrected =
Irestored − min(Irestored)

max(Irestored) − min(Irestored)
· max(I) (1)

The Bias image can be obtained in this way:

IBias = exp(Log(Bias)) (2)

and performing the same stretching adopted in (1). An unresolved problem of
this method is that the butterworth filter cutoff frequency (bfcf) is not speci-
fied: this is an important parameter because the entity of homomorphic process
depends by this one. If it is too low, no effect will be visible on Icorrected; on the
contrary, higher values of bfcf will produce on Icorrected a loss of tissues contrast,
that is tends to uniform gray level. For values of bcfc close to 1, produce a total
inversion between Icorrected and IBias: IBias will appear identical to the initial
image I while Icorrected is made by a quasi-uniform gray level in the ROI, as
shown in fig.1.

Fig. 1. Cut-off frequency 0.99 - From Left to Right: original, filtered and bias images

This fact is a classic image processing finding because step 4 corresponds to
an high-pass filtering so the lower frequencies which are subtracted from I are
given to IBias.
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Fig. 2. Up-to-down: sequences at growing cut-off frequency. From Left-to-Right: cor-
rected, diagram frequency-entropy,bias estimated.

3 Cut-Off Frequency Determination

From the information theory point of view, I has more information than nec-
essary: it contains both not corrupted information and bias information, so the
filtering can be considered like a sort of information transfer. It is necessary,
then, introduce a function which measure the quantity of information which
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is contained in an image: in correspondence of the ROI, it could be seen, ac-
cording to a growing cut-off frequency,an increment of the information in IBias,
while in Icorrected should happen an information decreasing. The Shannon En-
tropy is a such information measure which has been already used in literature
[6][13]:

H = −
∑

p(x) · log2 [p(x)] (3)

where x is the image histogram. In fig.2 this information transfer is shown. As it
can be noticed, the corrected image has been chosen in correspondence of the in-
tersection point of the two curves which are the local entropies both Icorrected and
IBias. The entropy is calculated only on ROI, because the background doesn’t
contain any information about the artifact.

4 Experimental Setup

The method has been performed on images decoded from DICOM file format,
that is without any optical scanner acquisition which may introduce other arti-
facts. The device is an ESAOTE ARTOSCAN C with a magnetic field intensity
of 0.18 Tesla .The dataset which we present in this paper is a complete study of
the knee on sagittal plane which consists of 19 T1-weighted images acquired with
the following parameters: Spin Echo sequence, Repetition time: 980 ms, Echo
time: 26 ms, Slice thickness: 4mm, Flip Angle= 90. The useful resolution of
FOV is 170x170 pixels with 12 bit of pixel depth. Both the original and restored
images have been submitted to two physicians specialized in orthopaedy for a
visual inspection. Only two restored images exhibit a gray level distortion, but
they maintain the contrast among the tissues. All the restored images shows a
panoramic illumination showing details on peripheral zone of the images, while
in the original ones only the central zone of the anatomy is over illuminated.
After the subjective evaluation performed above, the coefficient of variation has
been performed on each zone showed in fig. 3

cv(zone) =
σ(zone)
µ(zone)

where σ and µ are, respectively, standard deviation and mean of the zone. As it
can be seen in fig.4, the cv decrease in almost all the zones.

1 

2 

3 

4 5 6 

Fig. 3. Form left to right:original image, restored image, manual segmentation, table
of coefficient of variations
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Fig. 4. Up to Down:original and restored images; local entropy diagram; Bias surface

5 Conclusions

An automatic technique has been presented to determine the cut-off frequency
in homomorphic filtering for bias removal in MRI. The presented method exhibit
several good properties:

– no hypothesis are made on tissue classes. It can be applied on wide kind of
medical images; often the application presented in other papers is focused
usually on encephalic MRI.

– Implementation is quite simple: it is an improvement of classical filtering
approach in image analysis.
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– There is no needs of preliminary experimental setup to ”tune” the filter.
– The method performs on the fly and it is fully adaptive and automatic.

The method can be implemented in semi-automatic way in order to allow
the doctor to set a preferred setting, so the cut-off frequency is only suggested
by the algorithm. This is not a marginal fact: the doctor uses visual inspection
of the image with the aim of to determine the disease.
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